(sy+K fy+»(S)' respect to
In like manner let the result of a similar substitution in H be written H + 3 x 2 + 3 x 2n + X 3H', where 2 and II are the polar conic and polar line of with respect to the Hessian. Then the identical equation which Mr. C a y l e y has given, p. 442, may with advantage oe replaced by the following, 3(Sn -2 P )= H 'U -U'H, m equation which can be easily verified by the help of the canonical form U = X i-\-y'l-\-Zi-{- §lxyZ. When x 'y 'z' is on the curve U, the identical equation just written enables us to write "he equation TJ=0 in the form s n -P 2 = 0 , a. transformation from which many important consequences may be deduced.
In the first place, the equation shows that the lines P, n intersect on the cubic ; hence the t a n g e n t i a l of the point x 'y 'z, that is to say, the point where the tangent P meets the cubic again, is the intersection of P with n , the polar with regard to the Hessian.
Again, the points of contact of tangents from x 'y 'z' are known to be the intersections of S with the cubic; and the equation shows that the points in question are the inter sections of S, 2+.
Further, the equation shows that S = p 2 and P=/uH (where p is arbitrary) intersect on the cubic. But the second of these equations is the polar of x 'y'z' with respect to the former: hence the cubic may be generated as the locus of the points of contact of tangents from a point x'y'z' to a system of conics passing through four fixed points. Let the conic S = /a2 break up into two right lines; then P = r^II obviously passes through the intersection of these lines: this intersection is therefore a point on the cubic and P -pdl the tangent at it. Hence the four points of contact of tangents to the cubic from x'y'z' form a quadrangle, the three centres of which are and are the three points co-tangential with x'y'z!, that is to say, having the salne tangential *.
Formation o f the Equation o f the Conic through five consecutive Points o f a Cubic.
Mr. Cayley has communicated to me an investigation of the equation of the above conic in the case where the cubic is given by the equation
= 0. The investigation of the general case presents no greater difficulty, by the help of the identity with which we commenced.
Since S touches the cubic and P is the common tangent, the general equation of a conic touching U must be of the form SaP ( line whatever). But by the identity referred to, the equation of the cubic may be written n ( S -a P ) = P ( 2 -a I I ) . Hence the four points where S-a P meets the cubic again are its intersections with 2 -a n , and if the latter conic pass through x'y'z', the former will pass through three consecutive points of the cubic. But on substituting x'y'z! for xyz, we have 2 '= n '= H ', and the condition that 2 -a n shall pass through x'y'z! is simply 1. In order that S-aP may pass through four consecutive points, 2 -a n must have P for a tangent at the point ody'z'. Now the tangent to 2 -a n (being the polar of with respect to this conic) is 2 n -a 'n -aH , or, since a,= l , n '= H ', is n -aH'. But this quantity must be proportional to P. Hence we have « = x p + A n . :
The general equation therefore of a conic through four consecutive points is S-XP2-jp P II, and 2 -m i -j l r I P passes through the two points where the former conic meets the cubic again. Since these two conics have P for a common tangent, it will he possible, by adding the equations (multiplied by suitable constants), to obtain a result divisible by P, and the > quotient will be the line joining the points where the conic meets the cubic again. It | is necessary, then, in the first place to determine ^ so that ^S+2-IF may he divisible by P, which we do simply by equating to 0 the discriminant of this equation. I t will be observed that 2 -jqflT2 denotes a pair of lines drawn through to touch 2 : hence in the discriminant that part vanishes which is not multiplied by (ju and because these two lines intersect on S, the part multiplied by ^ also vanishes. Likewise the coefficient of v? in the discriminant of //,S + 2 vanishes, and the coefficient of ^2 in the discriminant of p S + IF is the function which Mr. C a y l e y has called 0 * . Hence the discriminant 1 ©/ ©/ of ^S + 2 -| p n 2 is simply ^3H '-^2jp, and therefore, if this conic will break up into two right lines, and we may write p .S + 2 -g ,rr= /3 P .
By the help of this equation, the equation of the cubic can be transformed from the form to the form
The form of the equation shows that n +^P is the tangent at the point of the cubic which is tangential to the given one, and that (3--fell passes through the point where that tangent meets the cubic again, or, as we shall call it, through the second tangential of the given point. The theorem contained in the last equation, viz. " that if a conic pass through four consecutive points of a cubic at a?y'z\ the chord joining the r through the second tangential of orfy'z'" may easily be deduced in if dbc-def be the equation of any cubic, any conic ab=^,de meets the cubic again in two points whose chord p>c-f passes through the fixed point cf. And hence, as is well known, all conics through four points on a cubic meet the curve again in a chord pass ing through a fixed point which I call the opposite of the four given points, and which is constructed as follows: Let the line joining the points 1 and 2 meet the curve in a point 5, let the line joining the points 3 and 4 meet the curve in a point 6, then the line joining 5, 6 meets the curve in the point 7 required. Now when 1 and 2, 3 and 4 coincide, the points 5 and 6 both coincide with the tangential of that point, and con sequently 7 is the second tangential.
It follows immediately that the conic through five consecutive points meets the curve again in a point which is found by joining the original point to its second tangential, and taking the point where the joining line meets the curve again. W e deduce hence L once M. P l u c k e r 's determination of the points at which a conic can osculate a cubic in six points. In fact, if the point just determined were to coincide with the * Third Memoir on Quantics, p. 642.
4 b 2 original point, the first and second tangential should coincide; or in other words, the tangential should be a point of inflexion. There are then twenty-seven conics which can meet a cubic in six consecutive points, and the points of contact are the points of con tact of the tangents drawn from the nine points of inflexion.
W e return to complete the algebraic solution of the problem to determine the equa tion of the conic meeting a cubic in five consecutive points at ', and it is obvious that what remains to be done is to determine so that the line 0 -i F n ' -x(n + f"p ) may pass through x'y'z'. The only difficulty is to determine the result of substituting x'y'z' in /3. Now if we differentiate, with regard to , y, or z, the equation S + 2 -jp I F = 0 P , and substitute x', y', z' for x,y, z in the result, we get p'= 2p. Hence, since n '= H ', P '= 0 , we have p '_ ^i r -x ( n '+^p ') =^-m t = o, which determines X in terms of (ju, which has been found already. The equation, then, of the conic having five-point contact with U is ( n + i » P ) { s -^, P ( n + /* P ) j= P s{ /3 --g in -^( n + p P ) } .
It appears then that n +^P , the tangent at the first tangential, is the chord of inter section of the five-point conic with the polar conic S. W e are thus also able to con struct the five-point conic geometrically, since five points of it are given, namely, the two points of intersection of the tangent at the first tangential with S ; the point where the line joining the original point to the second tangential meets the curve again; and of course the original point and its consecutive one. Working with the equation x3-{-y3-{-z3-{-6lxyz=Q, Mr. Cayley has calculated the equation of the five-point conic, and thence the coordi nates of the point where it meets the curve again. I shall now form the coordinates of the same point, deriving them from the geometrical construction for that point which I have just given. Let xyz be the coordinates of the point of contact, and XYZ those of its second tangential; then the coordinates of the point required must be (/3-y)5+ (y -a )5+ (a " a (/3-y)5+ /3 (y -a)5H-y (oo-/3)5= ( p A + B ) Q , a2(/3-y)5+ /3 2(y -06)5+ y 2(o6-= (^A + 2 C ) Q .
By th e help of these equations I obtain -jU»=(B-2Alxyz)Q, = (B -2 A l x y z )A( A C -Q2) .
W e may of course suppress th e common factor B -' lA lx y z , which, by the help of the equation of th e curve p -f-6Ixyz= 0 , is seen to be equivalent to 9(1 + 8£ , and the coordinates of the required point are
The condition, then, that these coordinates should be the original #, y, , is Q=0. But Q denotes the nine lines joining the points of contact of tangents drawn from the point of inflexion. This, then, coincides with M. P l u c k e e 's determination, already referred to, of the points of contact of osculating conics.
Osculating
If through eight consecutive points of a cubic several cubics be drawn, these all meet the curve again in a fixed ninth point, which can easily be determined. In fact, if we consider the nine points of intersection of two cubics, the opposite (see page 587) of any four lies on the same conic with the remaining five. For let the equation of one be A U = B Y and of the other C U =D V , where A, B, C, D represent right lines and U, V conics; then the intersections of UV are points common to both cubics, and AB, CD the opposite points in each cubic. But by combining the equations, we get for the equation of the conic through the remaining five points of intersection A D =BC, which passes through the two opposite points. Q. E. D.
The theorem may be otherwise stated in what is easily seen to be an equivalent form: the opposites of any two sets of four out of the nine points of intersection lie in a right line with the ninth. Now we have already proved that, in the case of four consecutive points, the opposite is the second tangential to the original point. 'Hence, in the case of eight consecutive points, the point through which all cubics through these meet the curve again, is simply the third tangential of the original point. In other words, at the given point A draw a tangent meeting the curve again in B ; at B draw a tangent meeting the curve in C; at C draw a tangent meeting it again in D : then D is the point through which all osculating cubics must pass. If AC meet the curve again in E, it has been already shown that E is the point through.which all osculating conics must pass; and it is to be observed that the intersection of AT) and BE lies on the cubic. I t may be proposed to determine the points at which it shall be possible to draw cubics osculating the given curve in nine points; or in other words, such that the third tangential D may coincide with the original point A. It is evident that in this case the points E and C will coincide ; that therefore the coordinates of E, given at the top of this page, must reduce to X, Y, Z ; and it has been proved that the condition that this should happen is A(AC-Q2)= 0 . Since A is the sum of three squares, it is evident that A = 0 can denote no real locus.
* These coordinates are of the 25th degree in the original coordinates. Mr. Cayley has informed me that Mr. Sylvester has established that the degree of the coordinates of every derivative point is neces sarily a square number. I am led by induction to believe that in the case of three derivative points in a right line, the sum o f the square roots of their degrees taken with proper signs is always cypher.
